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SIZE:

The X-Carve is a perfect machine for a small space. It’s compact size opens up more space in your workshop.

Footprint
(Length Width Height) 41 in x 52 in x 22 in

Weight 100 lbs (approx)

Work Area (X Y Z) 29.5in x 29.5in x 4.5in

Maximum Passthrough Sheet 
Width

Materials officially approved for use in X-Carve should not exceed dimensions of: Width 
(X-axis): 37 inches (93.98 cm), Depth (Y-axis): no set limitation when operating with proper 
infeed and outfeed solutions due to open front and back machine design, Height (Z-axis): 
4.5 inches (11.4 cm)

SETUP & DELIVERY:

The X-Carve is delivered to your door ready for assembly. All the parts and instructions for ground up assembly  
are included.

Required Assembly
Build-it-yourself kit includes everything you need for ground-up assembly - / Approx 16 
hours with detailed instructions and training to have you feeling like an XC expert when  
you finish 

Power 120V (US) or 240V (EU)
Separate plugs for controller & router

CARVABLE MATERIALS:

The X-Carve has the power you need to carve a wide variety of materials.

Carvable Materials*
Wood/Wood Composites: Hardwoods, softwoods, MDF, plywoods, etc.
Plastics: HDPE, Delrin®, polycarbonate, acrylic, Corian®, etc.
Non-ferrous metals**: Aluminum, brass, copper, etc.

* In order to achieve optimal results when carving, proper cut settings and chip removal are required.  Inventables continues to test and refine cut settings
   for materials and will provide updated recommendations in Easel when available. 



PRICING:

Fully Loaded Retail:  
$2,599 (110V - Makita) / $2,757 (240V - Dewalt)  + applicable tax and shipping 
Build Your Kit Retail:  
$2,047 (110V - Makita) / $2,172 (240V - Dewalt) + applicable tax and shipping
As low as $57.19 / mo over 48 month with Affirm

SPINDLE & DRIVE SYSTEM:

Each machine is engineered with reliability in mind.

Drive System Belt drive with Delrin V-wheels X and Y /Precision linear bearings with acme leadscrew Z

Spindle (Max hp) 1.25hp (800W) Makita router

Collet 1/8” precision collet included with fully loaded machine (for configurated kits, the precision 
collet is optional)

Accuracy ~ .005in

Spindle No Load Speed 10,000-30,000 RPM (Manual via dial only)

SOFTWARE & SUPPORT:

Every machine comes with a 3 year subscription to Easel Pro. This subscription will give access to more time saving 
features and designs. Easel Pro users are also eligible for first-look beta testing of new features.

Software Easel Pro (3 years included)

Warranty 6-month limited warranty included with purchase /Optional 2-year extended protection 
plan at $200

Support US-based support team available by email and by phone M-F, 9am-5pm CST
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